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Description

LICENSING REAL TIME SOFTWARE

Technical Field

[0001] The present invention relates to licensing methods for components of real

time systems to enable as well as to disable these components for use

and real time systems for employing such methods.

Background Art

[0002] Licensing of components on data processing devices is nowadays

very common. This includes methods for configuring software over

the internet or in a network, and allowing the functionality of the

software to be enabled or disabled. In addition to a general license,

extended classes of features and functionalities can be enabled

through a license. The same principles refer to licensing of hardware,

where hardware resources and components in data processing

devices are managed through licenses, i.e. the hardware resources

and components may be enabled as well as to disabled for use

depending on a valid license.

[0003] The licenses are typically encrypted to provide efficient protection of

the component against illegal use. Accordingly, verification of a

license is time consuming and requires additional computational

power depending on the protection of the license. This may cause

problems in real time systems, which are e.g. used in the area of

control. Such a real time system is for example a controller for

controlling a power converter, where control cycles in the range of

microseconds are required. A power converter drives for example an

electrical machine in motor or generator mode. The electrical

machine may thus be a motor of a locomotive or of any other

application in which electrical machines are used for driving

mechanical loads as well as in power generation. Hence, available



computational power is limited due to the real time operation, and

handling of the licenses cannot be properly executed with available

resources. Furthermore, in embedded systems, system design

generally provides only minimum spare computational power in order

to keep the system small and cheap.

Disclosure of Invention

[0004] It is an object of the present invention to provide a licensing method

for at least one component of a real time system to enable as well as

to disable this component for use within a real-time system and a real

time system for performing the licensing method without interfering

with the real-time behavior of the real time system in a simple and

reliable way. It is a further object to provide the licensing method for

at least one component of a real time system to enable as well as to

disable this component for use within a real-time system and the real

time system for performing the licensing method during operation in a

simple and reliable way. It is a still further object of the present

invention to implement licensing of components of a real time system

in a simple and efficient way.

[0005] These objects are achieved by the independent claims. Advantageous

embodiments are given in the dependent claims.

[0006] In particular, the present invention provides a licensing method for at least

one component of a real time system to enable as well as to disable this

component for use, comprising the steps of running the real time system,

providing an encrypted license storage for storing at least one encrypted

license for enabling at least one component of the real time system,

providing a real time license media for storing at least one decrypted real

time license of the at least one component of the real time system,

decrypting the at least one encrypted license in the license storage to

generate at least one decrypted real time license, providing the at least

one decrypted real time license to the real time license media, and

activating the at least one component of the real time system upon



successful verification of the at least one decrypted real time license in the

real time license media.

[0007] The present invention also provides a real time system comprising at least

one component to be enabled as well as to disabled by a license, whereby

the real time system is adapted to perform the above method.

[0008] The present invention further provides a method for providing a

component of a real time system with enabled licensing functionality,

comprising the steps of adding a graphical functional block to a model of

the component in the real time system, connecting the graphical functional

block to the component, and generating the real time system including the

graphical functional block, wherein the graphical functional block

comprises instructions for verification of at least one decrypted real time

license of the component in a real time license media of the real time

system, and for providing a verification result to the component, and the

step of connecting the graphical functional block to the component

comprises adding an activation block for activation based on the

verification result to the component.

[0009] The basic idea of the invention is to provide the encrypted license storage

for storing at least one encrypted license and the real time license media

for storing at least one decrypted real time license separately. Accordingly,

the handling of the license is separated into two steps. The first step

comprises the handling of the encrypted license including decryption. This

step is performed independently from the verification of the license, so that

it can be executed e.g. as a background task which can be run if

computational power is available. Computational power might be available

if the computation power is not needed by the real time system for time

critical operations. The handling of the encrypted license can even be

performed separate from the real time system, so that no resources of the

real time system are required for the handling of the at least one encrypted

license in the encrypted license storage and for generation of the

decrypted real time license. The second step refers to the mere verification

of the availability of a valid license, which is done using the real time

license media. Verification of the decrypted real time license requires only



few resources, since time consuming operations are performed separately

in the encrypted license storage. Accordingly, the component can be

easily enabled for using merely the decrypted real time license from the

real time license media.

[0010] It is apparent that the different method steps can be performed in different

orders. As already stated above, the decryption of the encrypted license

can be done at any time. Also the provisioning of the decrypted real time

license to the real time license media can be done at any time. If the

decrypted real time license is not yet available when the component is

started, enabling the component at that time will fail, but can be performed

again at a later time.

[001 1] The real time system may comprise any kind of data processing device. In

particular, the real time system may be a real time control system, i.e. for

control of power electronics converters. A typical use case for such a real

time control system is the control of a motor of a locomotive.

[0012] The component may be any component in hardware and/or software,

which can be enabled for use, either individually or in combination with

another component.

[0013] The encrypted license storage may be any kind of storage suitable for

storing the encrypted licenses. The encrypted license storage may be part

of the real time system, or part of a separate device. Handling of the

encrypted licenses in the encrypted license storage can be done by the

real time system, or by any other data processing device. The encrypted

license storage may comprise multiple individual storages, which together

form the encrypted license storage.

[0014] The real time license media may comprise any kind of physical media. The

real time license media may be a part of the real time system of it may be

located separately, i.e. the real time license media can be part of the real

time system or of a separate device. The real time license media may

comprise a storage area in a memory of the real time system, which may

be a RAM of the real time system. Alternatively, the real time license

media may be stored in non-volatile memory or based on a hardware



combination of I/O lines. The real time license media can be logically

generated at run-time or be delivered with the real time system.

[0015] The license, i.e. the encrypted license in the license storage as well as the

decrypted real time license, may be an individual license for a single

component, or a license for multiple components, which may be different

kinds of components or identical components. The multiple components

can be components of a single real time system or of different real time

systems.

[0016] The respective method for providing a component enables using a

programming tool for graphically programmed functions. The programming

tool may enable the use of methods like drag & drop to add the graphical

functional block to the model of the component. The graphical functional

block is also referred to as feature control block (FCB). The feature control

block is preferably inserted into the overall control model of the real time

system or a subsystem thereof before the component for which licensing is

required can be activated. Preferably, the user cannot disable the license

checking functionality from the graphical model, i.e. from the FCB. By

removing the functional block, the behavior of the component can be

easily checked, e.g. in a debugging and/or development phase, without

the need for the license. With this method, licensing can be easily enabled

for real time systems.

[0017] Alternatively, non-graphical information can be used inside the model, e.g.

menus, pop-ups, a text file during build or equipping the source code

directly with license checks.

[0018] According to a modified embodiment of the invention the method

comprises the additional step of deactivating the at least one component

of the real time system upon unsuccessful verification of the at least one

decrypted real time license in the real time license media. Components,

which are no longer enabled by a valid license, can be deactivated during

runtime without the need for restarting the entire real time system or an

additional initialization thereof. Licenses, which are e.g. limited in time or

number of use, can easily be implemented. Also, licenses can easily be



transferred between different real time systems depending on dynamic

requirements.

[0019] According to a modified embodiment of the invention the method

comprises the additional steps of generating at least one license subset in

the real time license media, and requesting an initial decrypted real time

license to be associated to the at least one license subset. These two

steps form an initialization phase, where the real time system is setup

according to the requirements of the component. The component may

transmit licensing information to the real time license media, so that the

license subset can be generated individually for each component. When

the information is further transmitted to the encrypted license storage, the

required license for this component can be easily handled in the encrypted

license storage as well as in the real time license media. For example, the

license can be associated to an identifier, which enables quick and easy

access to the license. Preferably, the component performs a registration

procedure, so that the at least one license subset is generated with void

contents. The step of requesting an initial decrypted real time license

preferably comprises requesting the decrypted real time license from the

encrypted license storage, so that the decrypted real time license can be

stored in the real time license media. In case no license is available for a

component for which a license subset has been generated, the license

subset preferably contains a void license, which may be a dummy license

or simply an empty data field. Further preferred, the license subset is

generated by the FCB.

[0020] According to a modified embodiment of the invention the method

comprises the additional step of updating the decrypted real time license in

the real time license media from the encrypted license storage after lapse

of an updating time period. Preferably, the update is performed

periodically, further preferred within a periodically repeating update

window. The time window enables the periodic update in particular within a

real time system, since resources may not be available on a strictly

periodic basis. The update reduces the risk of manipulations of the real

time license media, since any manipulation of the real time license media



is automatically invalidated by the updated information. Further preferred,

updating comprises updating all decrypted run time licenses, i.e. adding

decrypted run time licenses for newly available encrypted licenses and

removing decrypted run time licenses for encrypted licenses removed from

the encrypted license storage or simply invalidated. Accordingly, decrypted

run time licenses in the real time license media may be automatically

removed when the license becomes invalid or is removed.

[0021] According to a modified embodiment of the invention the method

comprises the additional step of modifying the updating time period. The

modification of the updating time period is suitable in a real time system,

where interference with the real time system, i.e. with a control task

executed on the real time system, has to be avoided. Preferably, the

updating time period is modified depending on available resources of the

real time system.

[0022] According to a modified embodiment of the invention the step of activating

the at least one component of the real time system upon successful

verification of its decrypted real time license in the real time license media

comprises updating the decrypted real time license in the real time license

media from the encrypted license storage upon detection of an updating

event. An event-driven updating mechanism is beneficial in a real time

system, since no resources have to be permanently allocated. The event

may be any kind of event suitable for updating the decrypted real time

license in the real time license media. Preferably, the event is an update

event indicating that an update of information in the real time license

media is available. In an alternative embodiment, the event is any kind of

system event of the real time system. Further preferred, the event is an

event indicating activation of a component.

[0023] According to a modified embodiment of the invention the step of providing

the at least one decrypted real time license to the real time license media

comprises providing a meta-information derived from the decrypted real

time license, and the step of activating the at least one component of the

real time system upon successful verification of its decrypted real time

license in the real time license media comprises activating the at least one



component of the real time system upon successful verification of the

meta-information. The meta-information further facilitates the handling of

licenses, since the amount of information stored in the real time license

media can be small. With a given identification of the license, the check of

the decrypted real time license can be reduced to comparison of a single

piece of information, e.g. a single bit. Preferably, the meta-information is

either true or false depending on the availability of the encrypted license.

This causes the component to either run or not upon activation.

[0024] According to a modified embodiment of the invention the step of

decrypting the at least one encrypted license in the license storage to

generate the at least one decrypted real time license comprises decrypting

the at least one encrypted license in a background task. This facilitates

operation of the real time system, since normal operation of the real time

system can continue without restrictions. Decryption of the encrypted

license is not time critical.

[0025] According to a modified embodiment of the invention the step of providing

the at least one decrypted real time license to the real time license media

comprises providing the at least one decrypted real time license to a look

up table, and the step of activating the at least one component of the real

time system upon successful verification of the at least one decrypted real

time license in the real time license media comprises activating the at least

one component of the real time system upon successful look-up of the at

least one decrypted real time license in the real time license media. The

look-up table is a simple and efficient means for providing the decrypted

real time license. Preferably, a concurrent look-up of the decrypted real

time license in the real time license media can be performed.

[0026] According to a modified embodiment of the invention the graphical

functional block comprises instructions for generating a license subset in

the real time license media. Accordingly, the FCB already contains all

functionality for initializing the real time license media independent from its

hardware.

[0027] According to a modified embodiment of the invention the method

comprises the additional step of including a library containing the graphical



function block to the model. With the use of the library, functionality for

license handling can easily be added with only small effort.

[0028] According to a modified embodiment of the invention the method

comprises the additional step of providing an interface for connecting the

graphical functional block to a real time license media located in a sub

system of the real time system. Hence, the physical and logical location of

the functional block and the real time license media can be freely chosen.

Access to the real time license media can be easily implemented using the

interface.

Brief Description of Drawings

[0029] These and other aspects of the invention will be apparent from and

elucidated with reference to the embodiments described hereinafter.

[0030] In the drawings:

[0031] Fig. 1 shows a schematic diagram of a real time system comprising

multiple components, a license table, and a license storage

according to a first embodiment,

[0032] Fig. 2 shows a schematic diagram of graphical licensing system in

accordance with the first embodiment during an initialization

phase,

[0033] Fig. 3 shows a schematic diagram of graphical licensing system in

accordance with the first embodiment during a run time phase,

[0034] Fig. 4 shows a schematic diagram of an arrangement comprising a

real time system with multiple components and a license table

together with a separate license storage according to a second

embodiment, and

[0035] Fig. 5 shows a schematic diagram of an arrangement comprising two

real time systems with multiple components and a license table

each together with a separate license storage according to a

third embodiment.



Detailed Description of the Invention

[0036] Fig. 1 shows a real time system 10 according to a first embodiment. The

real time system 10 in this embodiment is a data processing device for real

time control, e.g. for control of power electronics converters. Such a

converter can be used in a locomotive, in a converter substation or in

industrial applications driving an electric machine or being driven by an

electric machine.

[0037] The real time system 10 comprises a licensing system 11 with multiple

components 12 corresponding to subsystems of the real time system 10.

The components 12 are different hardware and software components,

which can be individually enabled for use.

[0038] The real time system 10 further comprises a real time license media 14,

which is a look-up table in this embodiment. The real time license media

14 comprises a RAM as physical media, where decrypted real time

licenses are stored. The real time license media 14 is physically provided

in a memory of the real time system 10, i.e. as part of the real time system

10. The RAM in this embodiment is part of the main memory of the real

time system 10.

[0039] The real time system 10 also comprises an encrypted license storage 16

for storing encrypted licenses. The encrypted license storage 16 in this

embodiment is part of the real time system 10. Accordingly, handling of the

encrypted licenses in the encrypted license storage 16 is done by the real

time system 10. The encrypted license storage 16 is physically provided in

the memory of the real time system 10. The RAM in this embodiment is

part of the main memory of the real time system 10.

[0040] The encrypted license storage 16 in this embodiment comprises multiple

individual storages 18, which together form the encrypted license storage

16. Licenses stored in the encrypted license storage 16 are either

individual licenses for enabling a single component 12, or licenses for

enabling multiple components 12 of the real time system 10 at the same

time.



[0041] Below is described a licensing method for enabling as well as disabling the

components 12 of the real time system 10.

[0042] During operation of the real time system 10, first an initialization phase is

performed. During this initialization phase the real time license media 14 is

initialized. Furthermore, a license subset is generated in the real time

license media 14 for each component 12 with void content. The

component 12 sends a respective register message to the real time

license media 14 containing a license identification, which is indicated by a

vector (x1 , y 1, z 1) in Fig. 1. This causes the generation of the license

subset, which is provided with a license identifier denoted L3 in this

example.

[0043] Subsequently to the register message to the real time license media 14, a

check license message is sent from the real time license media 14 to the

encrypted license storage 16. The check license message contains also

the vector (x1 , y 1, z1) as license identification. The encrypted license is

decrypted in the encrypted license storage 16, and meta-information

derived from the decrypted real time license is generated in the encrypted

license storage 16. The decryption is performed in a background task of

the real time system 10. The meta-information in this embodiment contains

a Boolean type flag indicating "yes" or "no", depending on whether the

license identified by the vector (x1 , y 1, z1) indicating the license

identification is valid or not.

[0044] This meta-information for the license L3 is provided from the encrypted

license storage 16 to the real time license media 14 and stored there

together with license identifier L3 in the license subset. In case no license

is available for a component 12 for which a license subset has been

generated, the license subset contains a void license.

[0045] A request of the license for each component 12 is subsequently performed

by sending a license request for using the respective license identifier,

which is indicated by way of example with the message "L3 ?", to the real

time license media 14. A look-up of the meta-information, which is "no" for

indicating that the license L3 is not valid, is performed in the real time



license media 14. Accordingly, the respective component 12 is not

executed.

[0046] In case the license for the component 12 identified by license identifier L 1

is requested, the meta-information in the real time license media 14 is

"yes", which is returned to the component 12, so that the component 12

can be executed based on a valid license. Accordingly, a successful

verification of the decrypted real time license in the real time license media

14 is performed.

[0047] Subsequent to the initialization phase, a normal operation phase is

performed. In this normal operation phase, the real time license media 14

is regularly updated as described below and provides the meta-information

of respective license identifiers L 1, L2, LN upon request, as already

described above.

[0048] To update the decrypted real time licenses in the real time license media

14, an update is performed after lapse of an updating time period. In this

embodiment, the updating time period is continuously modified depending

on available resources of the real time system 10. Additional updates of

the real time license media 14 are performed upon detection of an

updating event. The event in this embodiment is an update event

indicating that an update of information in the real time license media 14 is

available.

[0049] The update comprises updating all decrypted run time licenses, i.e. adding

decrypted run time licenses for newly available encrypted licenses in the

license storage 16 and removing decrypted run time licenses for encrypted

licenses removed from the encrypted license storage 16 or invalidated. For

each decrypted real time license, the meta-information is generated and

transferred to the real time license media 14 as already described in detail

above.

[0050] After changing or invalidating the underlying license in the encrypted

license storage 16, the meta-information for this license identifier L 1 is

changed to "no", when the update is performed, so that the component 12

is not further usable.



[0051] The above method is based on a method for providing the component 12

with enabled licensing functionality.

[0052] Figures 2 and 3 show a graphical licensing system 20 according to the first

embodiment. The graphical licensing system 20 provides a model 22 of

the real time system 10 comprising the component 12, for which licensing

functionality is to be enabled. In the model 22, a graphical functional block

24, which is denoted feature control block (FCB) in this embodiment, is

connected to the component 12 in the model 22. The graphical functional

block 24 is added using a programming tool for graphically programmed

functions, where drag & drop is used to add the graphical functional block

24 to the model 22. The graphical functional block 24 is preferably inserted

into the model 22 before the component 12 for which licensing is required

can be activated.

[0053] When the real time system 10 is generated, e.g. by performing a compiling

and a building step, the component 12 is automatically provided with

enabled licensing functionality due to the added graphical functional block

24. The graphical functional block 24 comprises instructions for verification

a decrypted real time license of the component 12 and for providing a

verification result to the component 12, as already described in detail

above. When the graphical functional block 24 is added to the component

12, an activation block for activation of the component 12 based on the

verification result is automatically added to the component 12. An interface

32 is provided between the graphical functional block 24 and the real time

license media 14.

[0054] In detail, the graphical functional block 24 comprises instructions for

generating the license subset. The license subset comprises the license

identifier L 1 , L2, . . . LN, which are associated to the respective license, as

already described above.

[0055] The initialization as described above is shown for the graphical functional

block 24 in Fig. 2 . This comprises sending a register message from the

graphical functional block 24 containing the license identification (x1 , y 1,

z1) and receiving the respective meta-information for the license identified



by the license identification (x1 , y 1,z1). Accordingly, the license subset is

generated upon request by the FCB.

[0056] This meta-information is forwarded to the component 12, which is enabled

for used or disabled depending on the meta-information.

[0057] In normal operation, which is shown in Fig. 3, a license check is performed

by merely using the license identifier L 1, L2, . . . LN. The received meta-

information is provided to the respective component 12, which is activated

or deactivated depending on the meta-information as described above.

[0058] Fig. 4 shows an arrangement 30 comprising a real time system 10 with

multiple components 12 and a real time license media 14 together with a

separate encrypted license storage 16 according to a second

embodiment. Apart from this separation of the encrypted license storage

16 from the real time system 10, the behavior of the arrangement 30 is as

described before in respect to the real time system 10 of the first

embodiment.

[0059] Fig. 5 shows an arrangement 30 comprising two real time systems 10

together with a separate encrypted license storage 16 according to a third

embodiment. Each real time system 10 comprises one or multiple

components 12 and a real time license media 14. Accordingly, encrypted

licenses from the encrypted license storage 16 are used in both real time

systems 10 for enabling as well as disabling components 12 thereof.

[0060] While the invention has been illustrated and described in detail in the

drawings and foregoing description, such illustration and description are to

be considered illustrative or exemplary and not restrictive; the invention is

not limited to the disclosed embodiments. Other variations to be disclosed

embodiments can be understood and effected by those skilled in the art in

practicing the claimed invention, from a study of the drawings, the

disclosure, and the appended claims. In the claims, the word "comprising"

does not exclude other elements or steps, and the indefinite article "a" or

"an" does not exclude a plurality. The mere fact that certain measures are

recited in mutually different dependent claims does not indicate that a

combination of these measures cannot be used to advantage. Any

reference signs in the claims should not be construed as limiting scope.



Reference signs list

10 real time systenn

11 licensing system

12 component

14 real time license media

16 license storage

18 individual storage

20 graphical licensing system

22 model

24 graphical functional block, feature control block

30 arrangement

32 interface



Claims

1. Licensing method for at least one component of a real time system (10) to

enable as well as to disable this component for use, comprising the steps of

running the real time system (10),

providing an encrypted license storage (16) for storing at least one

encrypted license for enabling at least one component (12) of the real time

system (10),

providing a real time license media (14) for storing at least one decrypted

real time license of the at least one component (12) of the real time system

(10),

decrypting the at least one encrypted license in the license storage (16) to

generate at least one decrypted real time license,

providing the at least one decrypted real time license to the real time license

media (14), and

activating the at least one component (12) of the real time system (10) upon

successful verification of the at least one decrypted real time license in the real

time license media (14).

2 . Licensing method according to preceding claim 1, comprising the additional

step of

deactivating the at least one component (12) of the real time system (10)

upon unsuccessful verification of the at least one decrypted real time license in

the real time license media (14).

3 . Licensing method according to preceding claims 1 or 2, comprising the

additional steps of

generating at least one license subset in the real time license media (14),

and

requesting an initial decrypted real time license to be associated to the at

least one license subset.



4 . Licensing method according to any of preceding claims 1 to 3, comprising the

additional step of

updating the decrypted real time license in the real time license media (14)

from the encrypted license storage (16) after lapse of an updating time period.

5 . Licensing method according to preceding claim 4, comprising the additional

step of

modifying the updating time period.

6 . Licensing method according to any of preceding claims 1 to 5, wherein

the step of activating the at least one component (12) of the real time

system (10) upon successful verification of its decrypted real time license in

the real time license media (14) comprises

updating the decrypted real time license in the real time license media (14)

from the encrypted license storage (16) upon detection of an updating event.

7 . Licensing method according to any of preceding claims 1 to 6, wherein

the step of providing the at least one decrypted real time license to the real

time license media (14) comprises providing a meta-information derived from

the decrypted real time license, and

the step of activating the at least one component (12) of the real time

system (10) upon successful verification of its decrypted real time license in

the real time license media (14) comprises activating the at least one

component (12) of the real time system (10) upon successful verification of the

meta-information.

8 . Licensing method according to any of preceding claims 1 to 7, wherein

the step of decrypting the at least one encrypted license in the license

storage (16) to generate the at least one decrypted real time license comprises

decrypting the at least one encrypted license in a background task.

9 . Licensing method according to any of preceding claims 1 to 8, wherein



the step of providing the at least one decrypted real time license to the real

time license media (14) comprises providing the at least one decrypted real

time license to a look-up table, and

the step of activating the at least one component (12) of the real time

system (10) upon successful verification of the at least one decrypted real time

license in the real time license media (14) comprises activating the at least one

component (12) of the real time system (10) upon successful look-up of the at

least one decrypted real time license in the real time license media (14).

10. Real time system (10) comprising at least one component (12) to be enabled

as well as to be disabled by a license, whereby the real time system (10) is

adapted to perform the method according to any of previous method claims 1

to 9 .

11. Method for providing a component (12) of a real time system (10) with enabled

licensing functionality, comprising the steps of

adding a graphical functional block (24) to a model (22) of the component

(12) in the real time system (10),

connecting the graphical functional block (24) to the component (12), and

generating the real time system (10) including the graphical functional block

(24),

wherein the graphical functional block (24) comprises instructions for

verification of at least one decrypted real time license of the component (12) in

a real time license media (14) of the real time system (10), and for providing a

verification result to the component (12), and

the step of connecting the graphical functional block (24) to the component

(12) comprises adding an activation block for activation based on the

verification result to the component (12).

12. Method according to preceding claim 11, wherein

wherein the graphical functional block (24) comprises instructions for

generating a license subset in the real time license media (14).



13. Method according to any of preceding claims 11 or 12, comprising the

additional step of

including a library containing the graphical function block (24) to the model

(22).

14. Method according to any of preceding claims 11 to 13, comprising the

additional step of

providing an interface (32) for connecting the graphical functional block (24) to a

real time license media (14) located in a sub-system of the real time system

(10).
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